Eurotech and Canonical To Collaborate On Integrated Edge Computing
Solutions
AMARO (Italy), October 16, 2018 Eurotech (ETH:IM), a long-time leading provider of embedded
technologies and one of the pioneers and leader in Internet of Things (IoT) enablement, is pleased to
announce a new technological partnership with Canonical to further expand the choice of operating
systems on its Edge Computing products and solutions.
As part of this partnership, Eurotech will collaborate with Canonical to add Ubuntu as an additional
-cooled High
Performance Embedded Computers (HPEC) designed for demanding Artificial Intelligence on the Edge
applications like fully autonomous driving.
Canonical will also engage in the Eclipse Kura project, the popular open-source Java based IoT Edge
Framework, by publishing a Snap - the universal Linux application packaging format - making Kura
available on a wider number of Linux distributions and supported across more hardware. Snap support
commercially supported version, Everyware Software Framework
(ESF). When Kura is deployed as a Snap on a device, management is easier with automatic updates to
the latest version and in a more secure, confined environment.
w technological partnership with Canonical. IoT and AI on the Edge are
eco-system plays. With the collaboration between Eurotech and Canonical, customers will have even
more choices and more ready-to-use building blocks for their Edge Computing and Edge Inference

for customers building Edge computing projects whilst reducing complexity. In addition, having Kura
a
Canning, VP of Global Sales, IoT & Devices at Canonical.
About Eurotech
Eurotech (ETH:IM) is a global company that designs, creates and delivers full Internet of Things
solutions, including services, software and hardware to leading systems integrators and enterprises
large and small. With Eurotech s solutions in place, clients have access to the latest open source and
standardized software stacks, flexible and rugged multi-service gateways and sophisticated sensors to
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bring actionable data from the field into business operations. Working with world-class ecosystem
partners, Eurotech delivers on the promise of the Internet of Things either from end to end, or with best
in class building blocks, including device and data management, connectivity and communication
world. Learn more about Eurotech at www.eurotech.com
About Canonical
Canonical is the company behind Ubuntu, the leading OS for cloud operations. Most public cloud
workloads use Ubuntu, as do most new smart gateways, switches, self-driving cars and advanced
robots. Canonical provides enterprise support and services for commercial users of Ubuntu. Established
in 2004, Canonical is a privately held company. For further information, please click here
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